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ODE TO SHA^V MARTIAL ARTS LEGENDS
BOX-SET
O, Shaw.
You hold in your bodice
The foreign guts,
Ready for consumption,
I hat sing of VCR chromatic aberration noise artifact ancient beauty!
That face on your cover,
With strong hands holding sword
Before hard face pull back bun samurai hair done up so
Seriously. Hard lip line brow furrow pensiveness.
Seriously?
Removing a thin, silver
Disc — this ones called "Invincible Super Guy"
— I will move you like a sweet child
To the quietly consumptive tongue
Of the DVD player.
You begin with the thrums of
The Soundtrack strings, building, crashing with the kung-fu beat of a
Taiko.
The Titles!
Subtitled. You conjure such fabulous things.
Here is a man named Antonio,
Dressed as a rugged friar,
And here is a man named Dragon,
Whose face I recognize
From the cover.
They travel cross-country!
They knock down a colorful man with a fu-manchu
In a springy mountain grotto.
Here we find ourselves in a spare pagoda
Being tended to by a kind
Man named Wally!

Do you know that
You are loved altogether?
That for all your absurdity, idiocy, irrelevance,
In me you have an unlikely heart?

JACK COLTON
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OR,TO A PLACE BETWEEN THE DOORWAYS,
he went looking,as the brandywinc moon dipped into Crane Lake, for a portal to
a place beyond doorways
no

we went looking,as the brandywinc moon dipped into Crane Lake,for a portal to
a place beyond doorways and windowpanes
or
the brandywinc moon dipped into Crane Lake as we lookedfor a place beyond
windowpanes.
"We were smart enough to know that doorways and windowpanes weren't
portals at all.Just markers, like a lamp post or a height chart. Here now
there."
he held his hand and together they dipped their toes into Crane Lake, along
with the brandywinc moon.
two drunken grooms, in tweed jackets and lapsed seriousness, running
hands still: solidly together, hands together on a bright moon night
the bright night was the reward for the start, the portal was the word, lie had
jumped.
saying it. so someone else might hear.
"I hanks for saying. Now I feel like the window is open. Now 1 know."
scratch all of that.
Words aren't a portal either. 1 hey aren't a wardrobe or a whirlpool between
worlds. '1 here is no lion at the table. Nor a witch at the top of an ice-hill.
Sometimes there are thrushes and swallows. Sometimes the cold water laps
our faces like a kiss or a popping grape gum bubble.
3

so he said no words actually, and he held no hand in the night, the fence on Moore Hill
was still the fence on Moore Hill, the water on Crane Lake wasn't cold enough to kiss
him. it felt like cooling porridge.
looking under the brandywine moon, over Crane l^ake, for a portal to aplace beyond
doorways, he found only his face in the mosquito night.
his face in the mosquito night—burned andbitten; touched

JOHN FOLEY
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ORIGAMI SKIN
i live in that
great house,
it heaved; my formative
breakfasts
spent reading
My Name is America
tasting another boy s
chapstick—
under the trampoline
the hushing leaf grass
whirring-whisper:
the sound of a secret
the sound of someone who doesn't realize that it's summer
trarujuillissimo and our profiles
staring across the turquoise-stained glass
at the thought of each other
and the murmuring:
of other flocks
and falling spires
the ash of parents we half-know
it all globs
into our eyes and pores
and folds
secretly into our
skin
our dear,
tissuey,
origami skin.
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JOHN FOLEY

STRIKING MATCHES
i.
You are dealing cards on a picnic table, the wood
bruise-hued, bloated with rain, its seams crusted chalky-white.
Someone jokes "cocaine" because we're high,1 say,
"It's probably bird shit." We're playing cards
and I'm talking to make sure you hear me. In the game,
you and 1 are partners.1 forget the rules.
Not Hearts. It's not Hearts but 1 might be—
the rain ceased hours ago, but the light that burnishes
your hands is still wet.
11.
You are in your apartment learning Spanish from Cuarbn films.
Your shirt smells cold,
of struck matches and want. You're using something sharp to tune gears that
turn your hands black—in your hands,
I am
a melting icicle,1 am a fringe of foam the tide leaves behind.
I'm not going anywhere, but 1 might be
shrinking.
III.
You have an impulse to gather
all the cards to you while they're still dry, still make that busy click when
shuffled,
but also
to drink the whiskey that's been passed to you. It tastes
like marigolds might.
Hot crowns, dry flares.
EMILY GRAF
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I wonder if I've spoken in the last hour. 1 wonder if instead I've been dancing
with hands tliat steer, then free of them, in the bloom of light
tossed from a window, revolving to the tune you shuffle: redheart black-heart redheat black—
IV.
You are leaning against the wall of the Rijksmuseum, and it is leaning back on
you while you watch the black crowns of trees
swell with birds, then deflate. My feet are icy
and 1 just broke a toenail, the Marley 's seams
bejeweled with blood. You just lit a cigarette and the rush has you
in a headlock.
V.
In my sleep I open my mouth and a spider drops in.
I swallow—1 always swallow. Transparent threads suspend
me from the ceiling and 1 kick my legs like a Rockette,
I kick my legs like a beetle on its back,
I kick the blankets free.
You hold still on your side of the bed,
your body curled around a vacancy.
VI.
You are giving up on card games, you are weaving your hand
in the small of my back and I want to put my mouth to it.
If I wanted to tell you everything I d sleep with my mouth closed
and wake with it open.
1 don't want to tell you everything.

7

LAST APRIL
For Andrew

\
I asked once to be fed
so you brought me the dark in your cupped hands,
and when I ate from them I made such
a mess my chin grew slick with overflow, with
intention to devour, like the Kokosing
when spring rears up and charges from the hills,
horses of melting ice uprooting all the
tender green things,
all the words we exchanged over the dinner table,
eating your fetuccini with sauteed mushrooms,
drinking your red wine, plucking olives from a green bowl
and making mandalas of briny pits,
as day loosened into melancholy
dusk.
But that was another time.
This morning
the horizon begins
kerosene blue,
little flames,
until the whole sky
is burning and again
I bear witness without you.

EMILY GRAF
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BIO—
i

Jack must have been holding a glass of water when the five-thirty
news dried up the Midwest. 1 can tell because when I close and lock
the door to our apartment, a lonely shard of glass bites through the
sole of my shoe, the princess's pea to a thin flap of rubber and a cal
loused heel.
I have to wade through a glimmering pool of hostile starlight
blades to turn off the television—a college football game, it looks like,
or maybe the NFL. 1 don't care—don't bother to look at the score,
don't see the fans screaming their tonsils raw in the bleachers, don t
glance at the jerseys, black and blue. 'Ihere are lean men on the side
lines dumping liquid crystals over the players' heads until the sweat
on their necks poisons the purity of two parts hydrogen and one part
oxygen.
'I he water turns brown long before it hits the grass, the blades of
which are too stiff, too still, too green to appreciate the artificial rain.
I watch the blank screen for a while after the television clicks oft.
I can't remember how long 1 stand there, blinking. Long enough to
feel my throat and lips crumble in the June air like the chafing edges
of tectonic plates that guard the earth's flaming soul. When at last the
only light in the world comes from the little red button glowing on the
cable box, that swirly symbol that has deposed the sun as the seat of
universal power, 1 walk into the bedroom with my hands pressing my
lymph nodes through the pulsing skin of my neck.
ii

Jack says he feels fine. He doesn't think our area is in one of the
affected zones.
I'm not so sure. When I was listening to NPR on my way home
from work, Steve Inskeep said the chemicals had started their journey
in several locations around Nebraska and Iowa and were snaking their
way down the water supply through streams and rivers—and perhaps
in truck beds and the bellies of low-flying planes. Ihere have since
been multiple contaminations reported in Kansas and Missouri.
We're not far from Kansas, 1 tell Jack.
Far enough, he says.
It's Saturday. When I realize 1 can't brew my morning cup of coffee
until the chemicals clear out, 1 gulp a glass of orange juice and crawl
9

back into bed.
I awaken around midday to the whine of a siren working itself into a tan
trum. In my dreams, I see the desperate red flashes cutting through my eyelids
and taking up permanent residence inside my skull, turning my head into a
scarlet disco ball that paints spots on the walls wherever 1 point my ears and
nose. The dots disappear when my eyes roll into the sunlight. Ihe red flashes
are shrinking as they ricochet farther down the lane, and 1 peer through the
window to catch the wheels of the ambulance nicking the curb on the comer of
Tennyson and Eighth Street.
There's condensation on the window. It looks vaguely green under the suns
gaze.

I close the blinds and wander into the living room, whereJack is reading
his iPhone like it's a newspaper on our takeout-stained sofa. The broken glass
and water stain have vanished from the floor. It 's as if he never drank anything
at all.
iii

FEMA says bottled water is safe as long as it's not produced in our region
between now and whenever government tests can figure out what it is that s
turning our eight glasses a day into a nauseating cocktail of hundred-degree
fevers and permanent sleep. This announcement doesn't reach the radio until
Jack and 1 are already halfway to Walmart, where we plan to purchase food with
his paycheck and water with mine. My paycheck is larger than his.Jack likes to
tell people we defy gender stereotypes.
By the time the moms in minivans and farmers in pickup trucks have
lugged their bounty through the checkout aisle, our only choices are sparkling
water and water tainted with fake flavorings and chalky vitamins. We take a few
packs of each and stack them three boxes high in the back seat.
As we pull out of the parking lot, Steve Inskcep says the president has is
sued an executive order to begin rationing bottled water.
In other news, Congress will vote tomorrow on flood relief for victims of
Hurricane Luke.
iv
Nobody is allowed to go outside today on account of the weather. It's so
hot that the rivers arc evaporating like dreams at sunrise, and meteorologists
are worried that the chemicals could be rising through the air.
It's like a three-day weekend,Jack yawns.
We stay in bed until our rumbling stomachs drag us as if by fishing lines to
KATIE GUYOT 10

the refrigerator, where we stick our heads in vegetable drawers to cool the sweat
on our noses.
This sucks, 1 say.
Could be worse,Jack replies. At least we're not sick.

The night is cool but clingy on the twin windowpanes in the kitchen, two
watering eyes that glow faintly orange against the neon OPEN sign of the sub
sandwich shop across the street.
Since the Thirst began—thanks to a few poetic bloggers, this is what the
Internet has taken to calling the crisis—1 have come to understand the bound
less merits of the sandwich. It is one of the few meals of taste and texture that
does not require water, provided it isn't made with lettuce, tomatoes, cucum
bers, bean sprouts, peppers, or any number of vegetables that need washing.
But you don't need vegetables to make a sandwich. I demonstrate this for
Jack with my hands waving excitedly over a pantomimed cutting board. Be
tween the two of us, we have consumed nine distinct varieties of the iconic sub
sandwich in the past six days, and there are at least four more sleeping upright
in the door of our refrigerator. We buy them in bulk at night, when the sun can
not peep at us from behind the earth's belly.
I have begun to look forward to these shadowy trips to the sub shop, where
1 entertain myself by mixing and matching ingredients for what has become our
daily lunch and dinner. So far, I tell Jack, we've eaten all of our sandwiches on
cither white or wheat bread. I would like to try rye next time, just for a change.
I 'll have to think about my choice of meat. If it 's too salty, it will steal the saliva
I guard so carefully beneath my tongue, which I will need to survive until
Thursday, our water day. Today is Tuesday. Five days after our visit to FEMA's
water center in the gym of a local high school, we have already run out of our
two-person weekly ration.
Jack's forehead gathers wrinkles in steady increments as I attempt to
calculate the combinations of bread, meat, cheese and condiments one can
create in our corner sub shop. 1 have yet to count the cheeses when he pats my
lips closed with his lightly trembling fingers, whose pads are soft with sweat.
I do not know where our bodies find the moisture to form perspiration when
our eyelids are too dry to close at night, but we are wet despite our inability to
shower. It is lucky that our apartment is so sweaty that it is easy to forget we are
sweating at all.
I think it's time to find another restaurant, he suggests, his forehead still
scrunched up like an old hound dog's. Chinese takeout, maybe. Or sushi—it's
okay if it's imported, isn't it?
All of the other restaurants are closed, 1 say.
He shrugs, and his forehead regains its boyish smoothness as he declares
that he would rather starve than allow another mushy union of bread and may
onnaise to ooze between his molars.

] turn my back to the windows and stuff my purse with my phone and wal
let. Sandwiches are not actually very interesting.
vi
We do not take the car this time. Our knees crack happily as we stretch
them into the darkness that walks with us step-for-step along the sidewalk,
and we are secretly relieved to be without the depressing third wheel of a radio
reporter. Lacing our fingers together through the horizontal bands of midnight
black and streetlamp yellow, we can pretend there is no news—just our skin,
the stars, and our honeybee city, striped and sticky.
We pass several blocks of stores that are either closed or empty, which is
a lot like being closed. Outside the tattoo parlor where our neighbor had his
mother's name printed across the knuckles of his left hand—S-A-R-A-H, one
letter for every finger—a dog is licking the curb as if to draw tears from ice. 1
want to whistle to it, pat its floppy, fuzzy ears, but I turn away.
Jack? I ask.
Huh.
Do you think they'll fix this soon?
He waits to answer until he has opened the door to Roy's, the only con
venience store in town that doesn't sell those grease-blackened hotdogs that
roll around on metal grates all day and night, praying for plump palms to reach
down and grab them.
1 think they're doing their best, he says, nodding to Roy's nephew over the
counter. We're all doing our best.
At Roy 's, two aisles are devoted entirely to cookies and candy bars. The
freezers are lined with the same kind of old-style ice cream cartons they would
have carried forty years ago. Jack and 1 shrink into the Velcro sneakers of fiveyear-olds as we hug to our chests all the pretty packages our parents would nev
er let us buy: Reese's Pieces in a crinkly bag; Oreos, regular and double-stuffed;
Little Debbie's Cosmic Brownies; round, pink Snowballs that sparkle in their
plastic wrappers; iced animal crackers; a bag of jumbo marshmallows, plus a jar
of peanut butter to dip them in; a carton of skim milk, because it s more watery
than whole milk; stale Swedish Fish (Swedish Fish are best eaten stale Roy
knows this); a tub of strawberry ice cream; and the powdered donuts that
crumble like ashes in your fingers and leave snow clinging to your bottom lip.
Jack also buys orange juice and a can of ginger ale.
Feeling okay? Roy's nephew asks.
Yeah. Just a little dehydrated.
Aren't we all.
vii

1 wake up in the middle of the night and listen to the sounds my stomach
makes as it strains to dissolve the rubbery coating of the Snowball. 1 should
KATIE GUYOT 12

have stopped after the Cosmic Brownie. The Oreos were over the top.
Jack s arms are like X-rays around my waist, hot enough to melt the skin
from my bones and make my internal organs blush and tremble. 1 press the
back of my hand against his forehead and pull it away before it burns.
He has the fever.
In the kitchen, 1 find a clean dishtowcl and soak it through with milk from
the fridge—the only alternative to orange juice and Coca Cola. Without wak
ing him, I lay the towel gently over his face and drag the standing fan across the
room until it cannot turn its windy eye beyond his head or beneath his toes.
His breath comes in stunted sighs.
Finding my indent in the mattress, 1 stretch back out beside him and wrap
his X-ray arms around my waist. But 1 do not sleep again.
viii
1 am sitting, slouching, shivering on the floor in the middle of the kitchen
with a milk-crusted dishtowel shedding white slivers in my hands. He is in the
bed.
But he is not in the bed. It is in the bed.
It is dead.
ix

My tongue chafes against the chapped roof of my mouth as 1 step up to
the table, feeling my pupils expand like foamy black sponges at the sight of the
pristine jugs sitting just behind the volunteer's folding chair. She leans on both
elbows to keep from falling nose-first into the computer that verifies our eligi
bility to be nourished on this day.
ID please, she says.
My hands shake like bramble bushes as I set two plastic cards face-up on
the table, different people with the same last name. She doesn't notice the trem
ors—or if she docs, she attributes them to the frailty of bone-dry nerves.
I feel thorny, drawing the blood of the strangers who stand behind me in
line. A few spaces back, there is a girl in a soft yellow jumper and dolls' sandals
pretending to fly between her parents' hovering hands. In my peripheral vision,
she looks like a canary. Her father has reddish eyes and her mother stumbles
whenever she takes a step, but they hold their breath and hoist her into the air
so she can feel, at least for a few seconds, that the earth cannot hold her down.
But I cannot feel too guilty. Given the chance, they would all do the same.
Anything to survive.
The volunteer flashes the IDs with a purple light and fixes me with a ques
tioning frown.
Who's Jack? she asks.
Conjuring a newlywcd's shy smile, I explain, My husband. He's too tired to
stand in line today.
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She nods and tap-tap-taps our names into the computer. We are both
cleared.
Of course we are: he is alive in the government database.
This is both a comfort and an agony.
I find myself panting as she pushes first one jug, then the other into my
quivering palms. They weigh me down below my feet as 1 heave them past
the giggling canary, but I cherish the burden, knowing it is twice as heavy as a
single ration. I will not go thirsty like the others. 1 know he would have wanted
it this way.
In the parking lot, a hot knot of nausea begins to tangle the tubes of my
digestive system and roll slowly up my esophagus, as though my dense, round
soul is reversing its journey into my heart. Without dropping the jugs, 1 duck in
front of the hood of my car and sec my soul splatter pink against the pavement.
Now 1 am especially glad 1 have two rations.

The door shudders again. It has been threatening to fall in on its hinges
since eleven this morning, bending into the weakened punches of our—my—
next-door neighbor, who throws his fist into the wood between strangled gasps
of humid breath. I imagine that with every punch, a shapeless bruise leaks from
the ink of his tattoo. 1 can feel his mother crying in the undertones of each slam.
'SARAH, SARAH, SARAH. Or perhaps ARAH, ARAH, ARAH, because the let
ter on his thumb knuckle would not be so abused.
It began as a polite knock. Hi, how are you, sorry to bother you, hope
you've been keeping hydratcd. And yet 1 could hear the salt burning his mouth
like Pop Rocks, stinging and swelling his tongue. He saw me lugging the jugs
up to my car Thursday—one for me, and the other, he assumed, forJack.
His day is Tuesday. He ran out last night. Couldn't we help a neighbor out,
give him a glass, just a tiny eight-ounce glass?
Eight ounces 1 might spare—but he wouldn't take eight ounces. He is
a big man, a strong man, with rings around his calves and biceps to separate
one muscle from the next. If 1 unlock the door, he will hook the remaining
jug around one of the letters in his mother's name and knock me down with it
when 1 resist.
1 cannot resent him. Humans become animals when cornered by the one
indefatigable predator—Death. We are snarling and desperate in the shameful
entrails of our souls. We arc selfish. We want to live.
I heard a story this morning on the six-thirty news. It jolted me from my
new bed on the living room sofa, where 1 had fallen asleep watching a weather
map turn green. According to the early morning anchors, two masked men
had broken into the south-side water center sometime after midnight, blasting
through the lock with a merciless bullet and roaring off with the center s entire
supply of jugs lined up in their sixtcen-wheeler, like eggs in a basket.
KATIE GUYOT 14

The south sides water center is based out of a church.
Today is Sunday.
The door shudders on.
xi

The next time 1 hear from the neighbor, it is some murky hour between
Sunday and Monday, and he is a hulking shadow bending over me on the wall.
I blink. The scene from my half-open eyes is too hazy with sleep and thirst
to awaken the part of my brain that flies and fights. If I scream, the sound will be
smothered by the sweating palms of the air.
The shadow straightens with a rectangle gripped tightly in one of its hands.
As the black blob grows in size, I realize that the neighbor—his name eludes
me in the darkness—is walking toward me from the kitchen, where his expand
ing figure is outlined by the glow of the lavender candle in the windowsill. The
flame feeds the heat, but it also dilutes the odor that slithers in from the bed
room, though I have done my best to seal it off from the rest of the apartment
with a towel stuffed beneath the door.
He pauses beside the couch. I hold my breath and lock my joints, and yet I
cannot keep my shoulders from twitching around my spine. 1 am paralyzed prey,
poisoned by the phantoms of my nightmares. But he's not looking at me—not
even listening for me. He's sniffing. Once. Twice. Smothering his nose in his
elbow. Staring at the bedroom door. Thinking about going in.
It is a wonder he doesn't turn around when I begin choking on my short,
quick breaths. He is still contemplating the door. If he reports me, I will only
get a single ration this Thursday—perhaps not even that. Is it a crime, what I've
done? Is it written into law? I cannot say for sure. I will have to get rid of him
before I can find out. Throw him in the bedroom with the other one. It's not as
though the smell can get any worse.
The candle has melted through another layer of wax by the time he shakes
his head and steps, nose covered, out the door, which I imagine will not lock
anymore. As long as he has water, he will not trouble himself with the strange
happenings in the apartment across the wall. Perhaps Tuesday I will have the
energy to break into his apartment and steal back what I have lost.
xii

Sometimes I find myself standing in front of the kitchen sink, watching my
skin flake away against the smooth, silver tub of stainless steel and remember
ing when I used to wash dishes here, my hands plunging in and out of a foaming
pool until my fingers absorbed water in pudgy wrinkles around the nails. Now 1
see the opaque phantom of a hissing stream flowing easily from the tap into the
thirsty, greedy drain. I try to grab it with my tongue, clamber up the counter on
my stomach like a snake in the desert sand, shove my head beneath faucet with
my eyes closed and jaw trembling at a pathetic angle around teeth that want
brushing.
15

The water does not come. I can see it, hear it, even smell it, but taste and
touch elude me. 1 would give my eyes and ears to feel it on my tongue now. 1
fold myself like a paper doll into the static of the basin. One of my paper limbs
floats up around the steel neck, and, finding the lever, pushes, pushes, pushes—
Nothing. Water has been cut off to the entire city. I bring my arm back to
my chest and watch the fountain pour from the faucet through my skull and
into the silent drain.
xiii

It is July now,
When ghosts plague a burning brain
And I cannot breathe.
xiv
1 am sitting on the living room couch, the one stained with the splotchy
brown memories of all the takeout Jack and I used to eat because it was cheap
and it was quick and for all our complaints we actually enjoyed the late-night
walks we took to pick it up in white plastic bags sitting on counters lacquered
with grease. Now 1 sit on the couch. Or lie on the couch. Or sleep on the couch.
I rarely eat on the couch. 1 can't remember the last time I bought food.
In front of me is a weather map, now a permanent fixture on almost every
news channel. Green marks affected areas, blue clean ones. Day by day 1 watch
the blue cede territory to the green. It is like watching the geography of Ameri
can history on rewind: the West stolen back from the pioneers, Texas dying in
isolation, the Dust Bowl again blowing through the Midwest, but in our bodies
this time, not our fields, and on the East Coast, families packing up and ship
ping out in numbers that would have sunk the Mayflower a hundred times over.
Even Canada and Mexico are looking a little green around the edges.
I can see our Manifest Destiny, and it is not what O'Sullivan envisioned
when he decided we would become the world s divine temple of holy good
ness, stretching from the soil to the stars. We have hated, been hated, remedied
hatred, created new hatreds, and now received the consequences of someone
else's hatred, though whose we do not know. Or perhaps we do know, some
where, locked in an intelligence building behind the scaled lips of computer
passwords and in the drawer of an old wooden desk. But 1 do not know. What
do 1 know? 1 know what the man on the television tells me as he reads words
from a teleprompter like popcorn kernels, popping them into his mouth and
rolling them with his tongue behind crisp, white teeth before spitting them out
exactly as they were before.
Water rations will be decreased once again due to worldwide shortages, he
says. Most other deliveries of foreign goods have been postponed under new
legislation prioritizing the importation of water. It's the fastest Congress has
moved since it first heard of Monica Lewinsky, he jokes. Nobody in the newsKATIE GUYOT
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room laughs. But 1 laugh. I am a clown blowing giggles into animal balloons as
he continues, no smile—The official death count for this week is already the
highest we have seen since the Thirst began. Dehydration is now responsible
for as many deaths as the chemicals released through bio—
Blink. The green map disappears in the black quicksand eating the screen,
sinking with the abyss of vowel sounds that linger unfinished in the air. The
power button is no longer red. I have not turned the television off for several
days. Now it has turned itself off. It should have asked first.
Bio—, he said. Bio. Biology. Bionicles. Biopsy. Who gets biopsies any
more? We are under the scalpel of a common autopsy, experimentation to
determine the cause of our mass internal death.
Bio. Bio. I know what he was going to say. But I don't want to say it. It starts
with bio- and ends with -ism. Like schism. Only longer, in two hisses—schissm. Schismatic world, divided along fault lines that itch and bleed against each
other. Their teeth around an error. Bio. Error. Ism. And one more letter. It's in
hate.
I will pretend that's not what he was going to say. Why does it have to be?
It doesn't matter. There's no one to misunderstand him but me. I'll take off the
-o and it becomes Bi-. Bi. Bi. Bible—no. Bisexual. Bisexual, biannual, bicycle,
bias. By. By-the-book. By your side. By his side. 1 was by his side when he died
and 1 cried. Bi. By. Bye. That's an 'N Sync song. Bye, he said. Bye bye. Bye Bye
Birdie. Bye, world. Goodbye. Goodbye to you.
Bye.
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VERMILION LADY
'1 here's a bucolic silence nestled between us
As our feet drown in the milky flour of sand,
As your long sculpted fingers engulf my small own
In a maternal embrace to forever stand.
Up ahead is the demesne of Poseidon's birth,
Veiled heavens on its brow, blushing a rose so coy,
And the whispering chorus of susurrant swells
Sings to the heart of the hearkening earth in joy.
Its soft breath stirs the vermilion about you,
And with a smile you gather your ebony locks,
Zephyrs of yellow kissing the backs of our necks,
Romancing the sea with every light step you walk.
'1 he cry of a seagull echoes the beryl breadth,
'1 his blue obscurity of which you love so dear,
1 his kingdom of our reign, until by Time conquered,
Of memories with you I will always hold near.

KATIE KAESTNER 18

350° FAHRENHEIT
'I he floor, dusted with flour,
Is winter's first frost
And mother says,
Don't forget to wash your hands.
She cannot stand
rIhose sticky fingers,
I hose egg yolk palms.
And mother says,
When will they be ready?
I heir sweetness is a salutation
To another winter, come and then gone.
And mother says,
You haven't baked in so long.
But the broken eggshells underneath my feet
Make me tread so carefully now
For 1 must not get the recipe wrong.
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MAYA KAUFMAN

WHAT A DEAD CHILD TRUMPETS
In the streets that wind to a high Wall,
to a dead child, to dimJericho,
the hot sludge of the groves is hissing.
God dresses in burnt palm,
his dark spit dribbled like tar,
the June crosshairs of a rifle catching.
Before the summer bullet's firing,
a ram's horn trumpet calls.
One shot between the temples.
One shout. In the streets that wind,
the parents of the dead child are mourning,
listening in a City left open.

SAMUEL LAGASSE 20

SEVENTEEN YEARS IN REVIEW
my friend,
this is seventeen years in review.
i want you to have telescopes for eyes
to look past the cloudiness of the skies
and nod slowly when you finally
see the things that you know were never there.
she put our mind games
and secret languages to bed
tucked them under the covers,
murmured a good night or something like that
pulled a gun from under her pillow
a cigarette from behind her ear.
baileys is sweeter over ice
bug's life is funnier with baileys
the couch is sweaty when we watch bug's life together
the shortest route is 2,303 miles
if i said i missed your belly button 2,303 times
would that open the los angeles times on your coffee table to the article of
the boy
that tried to smell the tornado
months before it came
the man with words stuck in honey
with grubby fingers
rubs his round belly.
no one knows he gets his strength from the nugget of warmth
tucked behind his lower lip
can i kiss you
somewhere secret, hidden in your right brain so it doesn't have to be
logical, sequential, or rational
it wasn't your bobbing throat
your droopy eyes
or your disgusting earlobes.
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i just don't want your mothers boyfriend's sister's leftovers
flaccid chicken skin on the fridge shelf
cheap wine looks wimpy in a snowman mug
dinner is served
a bike ride is the best medicine, i say
almost buzzes as good as the high after a run
but of course there's always slow dancing in Somalia
you taught me how to whittle sticks on the guitar
my shoes were still wet
i played it back to you on the piano
feeling fat on a malaysian jungle cruise
is not something to be missed.
falling asleep next to our anchored, clammy hands is.
my darling,
that was not seventeen years in review.
get microscopes for ears
because there's nothing you need to hear
that isn't the deep resounding,
confounding,
bounding breath
that is inside of you.

CORAL LEE 22

BOTTICELLI'S PROMISES
I promise to surround you with
beautiful things
with over-bloomed cornflowers
and gnarled toes
and do not foiget:
with beasts on my shoulders,
I will rise.
I'll peel away the veils of
gold-dusted grasses and
salty skies and
when you find yourself
losing yourself
to the earth,
1 will clothe you.
Together we will cut our hair
and together
we will sing.

23 CORAL LEE

IT COULD HAVE BEEN A FIREFLY'S DEATH:
Can I tell you a secret?
1 cooked the wasp. It was huge. Ihe biggest wasp I'd ever seen.
It landed in a frying pan and 1 put the lid on, like when we were kids, catch
ing fireflies in mason jars. But then, I had better intentions.
'1 his isn't something 1 wanted to mention to you. But 1 saw it explode. Ihere
were times 1 forgot to punch holes in the tops of jars and the lights lasted
long enough to forget impermanence. But some things get to die whole.
Never reduced to the stuff we spend life trying to hide. Sewing ourselves up
if we open, ashamed of what's inside.
1 should have been repulsed by it Watching it convulse before releasing its
contents onto the lid of my pan. I owed it that, not to look.
But they taught me to be looked at, 1 didn't know. When 1 followed him to
the turtle eggs that would follow the moon into the sea,1 left behind some of
my insides too. 1 left them there without looking, but I couldn't help myself, 1
looked at what was inside of you.

MARENLESS 24

STARGAZER
She tries to distinguish between
hero and bear and beast,
and draw lines and boundaries.
She tries to organize
by culture, by theme, by shared points
but they are inseparable.
'1 he sky would look different if just one of those millions were
gone. Lost forever without her ever getting the chance to know what it was.
So she looks up
because the sky is the same
and different each night. And she loves that
there is always more
to learn about something
that is seemingly
the same.
She is old.
Older than the names of the figures she studies
but not older than those points of light.
Civilizations have fallen around her
and she only sees those glowing orbs.
Untouchable by anything besides the mind.
For her entire life
she has looked up. Her neck is at an
impossible angle, perfected after five thousand years.
She has been looking up for so long
that she has forgotten what it is like to be a part of this world.
Her body is barely human;
Who needs hands when you have stars.

25 SYDNEE LINDBLOM

POEM FOR A PIECE OF ABSTRACT ART
It's loud
Its pointy
Bright stripes, edges—
Turmoil to live inside
I was walking down one edge when it ended
so abruptly that I slipped off and fell into chaos
chaos so wide
so bright
Into every color and shape known to man; they spoke to me:
"we are your city, your creation, fear us not," cried chaos
but in such a loud and cacophonous myriad voice that 1 began to shake
uncontrollably
mid-fall
spasming and cursing the architect and all his damned cubist friends
so in a way, 1 fit right in: my motion into the violent continuum, my voice
into the dissonant chorus
Life here is uncomfortable
Trapped inside a reaction to a boring, self-similar world—
A broken deliberate blur of life, motion, and color.
Bright stripes, edges—
It 's busy here
Nothing gets done,
and everybody's screaming
for one reason or another
or none at all

DANIEL RASCH 26

««
I sit and I listen to French vocabulairc and I think about you.
I hear the word mort.
It glides up and over the chalk outline of my consciousness. Coconut oil and
wool and pavement.
J he word wort.
You don't speak French.
When you found out that 1 spoke French, you did that thing that a lot of
boys do
where you pretend to speak French
and say fromagc and purse your lips and it goes on
for a little too long.
And after it goes on for a little too long, you look up
and see if1 like it.
All you're saying to me is cheese.
You like that 1 speak French.
Mort mort mort. You would

hear more.
1 'm getting mean now. Dcsolc. Dc soldi.

Maybe we should just not talk for a while.

27 ROSA SHIPLEY

A LETTER
Dear Sir,
In an attempt to get a hold of myself I have spent the day mapping the curves of
love:
Turkey-tail mushrooms,
Sunflower cores,
Weather patterns over the poles.
'1 he truth is I wanted to write you into cowlicks,
Send you into succulents.
I wanted to become.
Yours very truly,
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